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Abstract
The goal of this study is to provide an enhanced solution to the knapsack problem using
Genetic Algorithm. The solution is based on using a new fitness function which reduces the
number of iterations needed, as a result reducing the computation time. Genetic Algorithms are
relatively easy to use for finding the optimal solution, or the approximate optimal value of NPComplete problem. For the sake of illustration, fourteen items of five different kinds have been
used in this problem. Therefore, it provides 16,384 possible combinations to try in the knapsack.
As a result of using the enhanced fitness function, it has been found that finding the optimal
answer took, on average, about 29 iterations compared to 126 iterations using traditional fitness
function. This gives an improvement of 77% in computation time.

Keywords: Genetic Algorithms, Knapsack problem, NP-Complete problems,
Crossover, Mutation.

Introduction:
A number of problems are difficult to solve by traditional algorithms. A problem
may qualify as difficult for a number of different reasons; for example, the data may be
too noisy or irregular, the problem may be difficult to model; or it may simply take too
long to solve. It’s easy to find examples: (traveling salesman problem) finding the
shortest path connecting a set of cities, circuit design, job shop scheduling, dividing a set
of different tasks among a group of people to meet a deadline, fitting a set of various
sized boxes into the fewest trucks, or video & sound quality optimization. In the past,
programmers might have carefully hand crafted a special purpose program for each
problem; now they can reduce their time significantly using a genetic algorithms.
Genetic Algorithms (GAs), originally conceived by Holland [7], represent a fairly
abstract model of Darwinian evolution and biological genetics. They evolve a population
of competing individual using fitness-biased selection, randomly mating, and a genelevel representation of individual together with simple genetic operators (crossover and
mutation) for modeling inheritance of traits. These GAs have been successfully applied
to a wide variety of problems including multimode function optimization, machine
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learning, and the evolution of complex structures such as neural networks and Lisp
programs.
Genetic Algorithms were initially developed by Bremermann [1] in 1958 but
popularized by Holland who applied GA to formally study adaptation in nature for the
purpose of applying the mechanisms into computer science [5]. This work lead to the
development of the Schema starting in 1968 [6]. The Schema was explained in detail in
his 1975 book Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems [7]. The Schema Theorem
represented Holland’s attempt to place Genetic Algorithms on firm theoretical
framework. The first advancement on the Schema theory was by Goldberg who made the
popular supposition known as Building Block Hypothesis that crossover is the major
source of Genetic Algorithm performance [4]. This is in contrast to the Schema theory,
which is focused mainly on the destructive behavior of the crossover and mutation
operators.
In the 1990s, criticisms of the Schema theorem have appeared. Grefenstette argued
[3] that the Schema theorem formulates that the GA will converge schemas that are
winners of actual competition rather than on schemas with the best-observed fitness.
Fogel and Ghozeil [2] criticized the Schema theorem for not being able to estimate the
proportion of Schema in a population when fitness proportionate selection is used in the
presence of noise or other stochastic effects. In Holland’s defense, Poli argued [9] that
Fogel and Ghozeil’s criticisms were not based upon Holland’s original theorem and that
the original theorem is very good at modeling Schema in the presence of noise. Radcliff
also defended [10] the Schema theorem by explaining that many of the criticisms were
not with Holland’s theorem itself but with it over-interpretation. To augment the Schema
theory, more “exact” mathematical models have also been developed to make
predictions about the population composition, the speed of population convergence and
the distribution of fitness’s in the population over time which the Schema theory does
not directly address. In 1991, Vose and Liepins [11] solved a simple genetic algorithm
with an exact model that provided a geometric picture of the GA’s behaviour and since
then various other authors have provided “exact’ models. Other less exact methods such
as applying Markov Chain analysis to modeling GA by Nix Vose [8] have been
attempted; however, the formulations were difficult to solve due to high dimensions and
nonlinearities.
One difficulty in applying GAs to the knapsack problem is that the bit-string
representation of the canonical GA chromosome does not provide a direct mapping of
the problem on to the GA chromosome. In [12], Ku and Lee proposed a new
chromosome representation of the GA, they call “set-oriented GA”. A chromosome in
the set-oriented GA is a set, while in the canonical GA it is a bit-string. Crossover and
mutation operators are described using the combinations of set operations, such as union,
intersection and complement. A performance comparison of the canonical GA and the
set-oriented GA on the knapsack problem were presented. The set-oriented GA turns out
to be not only effective in representing the problem but also efficient in finding the
solution. Li et. al. [13] proposed a genetic algorithm solution for the unbounded
knapsack problem. The proposed algorithm is based on two techniques. One is a
heuristic operator, which utilizes problem-specific knowledge, and the other is a
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preprocessing technique. Their results showed that the proposed algorithm is capable of
obtaining high-quality solutions for problems of standard randomly generated knapsack
instances, while requiring only a modest amount of computational effort.

2. Genetic Algorithm Operators
The simplest form of genetic algorithm involves three types of operators: selection,
crossover, and mutation. Selection operator selects chromosomes in the population for
reproduction. The fitter the chromosome, the more times is likely to be selected to
reproduce. Crossover operator randomly chooses a locus and exchanges the
subsequences before and after that locus between two chromosomes to create two
offspring. For example, the strings 10000100 and 11111111 could be crossed over after
the third locus in each to produce the two offspring’s 10011111 and 11100100. The
crossover operates roughly mimics biological recombination between two singlechromosome organisms. Mutation operator randomly flips some of the bits in a
chromosome. For example, the string 00000100 might be mutated in its second position
to yield 01000100. Mutation can occur at each bit position in a string with some
probability, usually very small (e.g. 0.001).
Pseudo-Code for Genetic Algorithms
The following is a pseudo-code for general algorithm approach:
1. Define a genetic representation of the system.
2. Generate random population of n chromosomes.
3. Evaluate the fitness of each chromosome in the population.
4. Create a new population by repeating the following steps until new population is
complete.
4.1. Select two parent chromosomes from a population according to their fitness
4.2 With a crossover probability mutate new offspring at each locus.
4.3 Place new offspring in a new population.
5. Use new generated population for a further run of algorithm
6. If the end condition is satisfied, stop, and return the best solution in current
population
7. Go to step 3.
It can be seen that, each iteration of this process is called a generation. A GA is
typically iterated anywhere from 50 to 500 generation or more. The entire set of
generations is called a run. At the end of a run there is often one or more highly fit
chromosome in the population. Since randomness plays a large role in each run, two runs
with different random-numbers seeds will generally produce different detailed behaviors.
GA researchers often report statistics (such as the best fitness found in a run and the
generation at which the individual with that best fitness was discovered) averaged over
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many different runs of the GA on the same problem. The simple procedure just
described is the basis for most applications of GAs. There are a number of details to fill
in, such as the size of the population and the probabilities of crossover and mutation, and
the success of the algorithm often depends greatly on these details. As a more detailed
example of a simple GA, suppose that l (string length) is 8, f(x) is the number of ones in
bit string x, and n (the population size) is 4, pc = 0.7, and pm = 0.001. The initial
(randomly generated) population might look like:
Chromosome label

Chromosome string

Fitness

A

00000110

2

B

11101110

6

C

00100000

1

D

00110100

3

A common selection method in GAs is fitness-proportionate selection, in which the
number of times an individual is expected to reproduce is equal to its fitness divided by
the average of fitnesses in the population.
A simple method of implementing fitness-proportionate selection is "roulette-wheel
sampling" [6], which is conceptually equivalent to giving each individual a slice of
circular roulette wheel equal in area to the individual’s fitness. The roulette wheel is
spun, the ball comes to rest on one wedge-shaped slice, and the corresponding individual
is selected. in the above n = 4 example, the roulette wheel would be spun four times; the
first two spins might choose chromosomes B and D to be parents, and the second two
spins might choose chromosomes B and C to be parents. Once a pair of parents is
selected, with probability pc they cross over to form two offspring. If they do not cross
over, then the offspring are exact copies of each parent. In the above example, Suppose
the parents B and D cross over after the first bit position to form offspring E =
101101000 and F = 01101110, and parents B and C do not cross over, instead forming
offspring that are exact copies of B and C. Next, each offspring is subject to mutation at
each locus with probability pm. For example, suppose offspring E is mutated at the sixth
locus to form E` = 10110000, offspring F and C are not mutated at all, and offspring B is
mutated at the first locus to form B` = 01101110. The new population will be the
following:
Chromosome label

Chromosome string

Fitness

`

10110000

3

F

01101110

5

C

00100000

1

B`

01101110

5

E
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Note that, in the new population, although the best string (the one with fitness 6)
was lost, the average fitness rose from 12/4 to 14/4.

3. The Knapsack Problem
The knapsack problem is a classic NP-Complete problem, it can be stated as
follows: given a knapsack with capacity Kn and a set Un = {u1, u2,……,un }of n items,
with each item ui having a weight wi and a value vi , find a subset U0  Un such that the
total weight of U0 is no more than Kn, and the total value of U0 is maximized. In other
words, the goal is to fill up hypothetical knapsack with the most expensive loot it can
carry, for example a pile of just 50 items presents 250 different possible selections.
Assuming a computer could test a million different combinations each second. It would
still take 35 years to try them all.
In this study, it has been shown that a GA solves such problems, simplifying the
illustration a smaller number of items, the pile contains fourteen items, so it provides
16,384 possible combinations to try in the knapsack, there are five different kinds of
items, ranging from 3 to 9 in weight and from 4 to 13 in value, the knapsack can hold a
maximum weight of 17, so it can carry one A, or two Bs etc. Figure1 lists all different
items, their weights and values, and maximum number of each type that can fit into the
knapsack.
Label

A

B

C

D

E

Weight

9

8

7

4

3

Value

13

11

10

5

4

Quantity

1

2

2

4

5

Figure 1: Description of the knapsack items

4.1 Developing a Coding Scheme
The first step in writing a GA is to create a coding scheme. A coding scheme is a
method for expressing a solution in a string. Many successful types of what have been
discovered, but there is no mechanical technique for creating one. Like programming,
creating a coding scheme part of the process is science and the other parties art, also like
programming, it gets easier with experience. Early researchers used binary encoded
starting exclusively, but higher order alphabets work without loss of efficiency and
power. Usually the type of coding scheme that is best used depends on the particular
problem.
The order defines the number of different characters in the alphabet. Do not confuse
the GA term character with ASCII characters. A GA character is analogous to a gene, in
that it has a position and a value. A binary alphabet has an order of two, meaning that the
characters can only have two values, 0 or 1. The coding scheme I’ve chosen for the
knapsack uses a fixed-length, binary, position-dependent string. The pile in the example
contains fourteen items so each string must have fourteen binary characters, one
character for each item. The location of each character in the string represents a specific
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item and the value of the character indicates whether that item is in the knapsack or left
in the pile. Figure 2 illustrates the coding of fourteen items into a GA string. Each
column in the figure represents a character position in the string. The top three lines give
the label, weight, and value of each character position. The bottom three lines show
strings that define potential solutions to the knapsack problem. In this case, a 1 means
the item is in the knapsack and 0 means the item is in the pile. The first string places six
items into the knapsack; one A, B, C, and D, and two Es, for a total weight of 34 and
total value of 47. The second string places five items in the knapsack: two Ds, and three
Es, for a weight of 17 and value of 22. The third string uses just two items: one A and
one E for a weight of 12 and a value of 17.
A B B C C D D D D E E E E E Label
9 8 8 7 7 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3

Weight

13 11 11 10 10 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4

Value

Strings
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

34 47

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

17 22

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

12 17

Figure 2: The coding scheme for the knapsack example

4.2 Fitness Function
The most difficult and most important concept of genetic programming is the
fitness function. The fitness function determines how well a program is able to solve the
problem. It varies greatly from one type of program to the next. For example, if one were
to create a genetic program to set the time of a clock, the fitness function would simply
be the amount of time that the clock was wrong.
The knapsack problem requires maximization of the loot’s value in the knapsack. If
this were the only requirement, a fitness function could simply rank a string by adding
up the values of all the items put into the knapsack. The GA would then tell us that the
best solution was to put all 14 items in the knapsack. However, a second requirement
states that the weight of the item cannot exceed a maximum (17, in this example). Thus
this fitness function fails miserably. In GA terminology, it results in a constraint
violation. GA researchers have explored many approaches to constraint violation but
none are perfect. Here are three possibilities:
x Elimination:
Elimination attempts to determine if a string violates the constraint before it is ever
created. This approach has several problems. For starters, it may be too expensive to
perform, or simply impossible. Second, preventing the creation of violators may cause
GA to overlook perfectly valid solutions. That’s because violators could produce legal
(non-violating) offspring that would lead to a satisfactory solution more quickly.
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x High Penalty:
This approach imposes a high penalty on violators. It reduces violators worth while
allowing them to occasionally propagate offspring. A weakness of this approach
becomes apparent when a population contains a large percentage of violators. In this
case, legal strings will dominate the following generation and the violators will be left
unexploited. This effect could lead to population stagnation.

x Moderate Penalty:
This approach imposes a moderate penalty on violators. It increases the probability
that violators will procreate, thus reducing the chance of population stagnation. This
approach exhibits its own problems, especially when violators rate higher than legal
strings. In this case, if the violators do not create legal strings then violators will
dominate the following generations. Furthermore, if violators rate-higher than legal
strings then the criteria for ending the search must incorporate a mechanism for detecting
violators.
In this study, we used a modified moderate penalty approach. The enhanced fitness
function, as shown in figure 3, adds up the value of each item (i.e., variable value) and
subtracts a moderate penalty for violators. The best value for the PENALTY, in this
example, was three. This will subtracts three times the amount of excess weight. Figure
4 shows the resulting fitness of the three example strings previously defined.
Initialize PENALITY, MAXWEIGHT
compute weight, value
if weight > MAXWEIGHT then
fitness = value – PENALITY * (weight – MAXWEIGHT)
else
fitness = value
Figure 3: Pseudo code of the enhanced fitness function
Weight

34

17

12

Value

47

22

17

Fitness

-4

22

17

Figure 4: The results of the enhanced fitness function using a moderate penalty

4.3 Initialization
After the coding scheme and fitness function are integrated into the GA it becomes
ready to run. The GA’s first task is to create an initial population of strings. There are
many ways to select an initial population; approaches range from randomly setting each
character in a string to modify the result of a search made previously by a human. The
knapsack example uses a modified weighted random design. Figure 5 shows the result of
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creating ten strings. The probability of setting any bit to 1 for the first string, labeled U,
is 10%. The probability increases incrementally for each new string created until all the
strings are created and the probability reaches about 50%. After creating and initializing
each string, the constructor creates a complement of that string. The complement string
has the opposite bit pattern of the original. Note that in the upper half of figure 5 the U
string contains only one one-bit, whereas each successive string has an increasing
number of one-bits, until the fifth string has about half ones and zeros. The bottom half
of figure 5 shows the complement strings to the original five. The composition of the
initial population can dramatically affect the performance of the genetic algorithm. The
more diverse the initial population the more opportunities the GA will have to exploit the
search space.
The above initialization scheme has the advantage of simplicity and diversity. It is
simple because it does not require any information about the problem. The scheme is
diverse because the function creates strings ranging from mostly zeros to mostly ones
and everything in-between. How large should the initial population be? The population
should be large enough to create a diverse set of individuals for the GA to exploit but not
so large that creating the initial population dominates computer time. The knapsack
example sets the initial population to 30. This rather small population was selected to
better illustrate how GAs work.
Strings

1s Count Prob

U 10000000000000

1

10%

W 00100010000000

2

20%

X 01110000011001

6

30%

Y 00110110011000

6

40%

X 11010101101100

8

50%

String’s complement
~U 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
~W 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
~X 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
~Y 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
~X 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1

Figure 5: Initializing a population of ten strings

4.4 Parent Selections
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After creating an initial population, the GA selects two parents for the purpose of
procreation. Parent selection is based on string fitness. While creating the initial
population, the fitness function calculates the worth of each string. This calculation
occurs within each string’s constructor. The population constructor then ranks the strings
according to their fitness.
After the population constructor returns, the main program enters loop, and stays
there until a solution is found. It’s unlikely that any strings in the initial generation
contain a solution; if no solution found, the program creates a new generation of strings.
The first step in creating a new generation is selection of two parents. The GA does not
select strings directly by their rank in the population, so the best string is not guaranteed
to be a parent. Instead, the string’s worth, based on its rank in the population as a whole,
biases the probability of that string being selected to parent the next generation. If a
string ranks as the best 25th out of 100 strings then it has a 75% chance of becoming a
parent.
GA’s method of selecting parent is very important: it can be penalty impact the
efficiency of the search. Among the many types of selection functions, the two most
widely used techniques are proportional selection and linear rank selection. The
knapsack example uses linear rank selection, first simply it is easy to implement. More
important, I suspect that linear rank selection is inherently better behaved than
proportional selection, because proportional selection requires many fixes to its original
design over the years.
Linear rank selection simply calculates the fitness of a string and then ranks it in
entire population. This process involves two random operations. First, select a candidate
string from the population, second determines if the candidate string will parent an
offspring, by performing a weighted probability based on the string’s rank. If the string
does not quality to be a parent, then repeats the cycle and randomly selects another string
from the population.

4.5 Parent Procreation
Once two parents have been selected, the GA combines them to create the next
generation of strings. The GA creates two offspring by combining fragments from each
of the two parents. The knapsack example uses uniform crossover to cut up fragments
from the parents. The positions where strings are cut into fragments are called the
crossover points. Crossover chooses these points at random: uniform crossover means
that every point has an equal chance of being a crossover point crossover selection
occurs via a crossover mask. Figure 6 illustrates the use of a crossover mask. The first
child will receive a first parent’s character if the bit is 1 and the second parent’s
character if the bit is 0. The second child works in reverse.
Uniform crossover implies many crossover points with an even probability
distribution across the entire length of each parent string. The fragments from the first
parent combined with their complementary members from the second parent create two
new strings.
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Parent 1

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0

Parent 2

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0

Mask

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

Child 1

1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

Child 2

1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0

Figure 6: The uniform crossover operator

4.6 Mutation
Sometimes children undergo mutation. The knapsack example uses an interesting
operator. Rather than a fixed mutation probability, mutate uses a probability that changes
based on the makeup of the population. Mutate compares the two parents of the child;
greater similarity between parents increase the probability that a mutation will occur in
the child. The reason for using a variable mutation probability is to reduce the chance of
premature convergence. This condition occurs when the population rushes to a mediocre
solution and then simply runs out of steam. There is little diversity left and the search
becomes a random walk among the average. This is similar to a biological species
becoming so inbred that it is no longer viable. To reduce premature convergence, the
mutation operator kicks in when the population shows Fitness diversity and adds new
variety by introducing random mutation.

4.7 Finding the answer
The two children now can replace two older strings from the population. As it does
with parent selection, the GA chooses these older strings with a random bias. In this
case, however, the worst string will have the greatest chance of being removed. After the
insertion of new strings, the population is then ranked again. The program stops when
any string solves the problem.
This raises a question: if the best solution is unknown, how a program determines
the best answer, or at least, one of the better answers? One approach, used in this study,
would be to solve the problem for a fixed solution that meets some predetermined and
minimally acceptable value. A second approach would be to run the program until the
rate of finding better answers drop off or the rate of improvement of those answers
flattens out. The knapsack program ran until it finds the known answer, which is 24.

5. Conclusion
In this study we developed an enhanced solution to the knapsack problem using
Genetic Algorithm. The solution of the problem is based on using a new fitness function
which reduces the number of iterations needed, as a result reducing the computation
time. To demonstrate the effect the proposed solution, an illustrative example was given
and also ran using the traditional fitness function. The results show that finding the
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optimal answer took, on average, about 29 iterations compared to 126 iterations using
traditional fitness function. This gives an improvement of 77% in computation time.

ĮƎŹĨť ĮƎŹĨŦŮī "ňƆŢŹ¹ ĮĬƎŲĽ" ĮŹĞŎŽ ŸľŹ ƄƎĵ¹ÃÕ ƄƎŽÄÃ¹ƈŁ
ØÄŮŤĤşº ÄŮļŨţ ŲŧŮŋ

ĺĨŠţ
ĕÎÎēŴŘģ" ŢÎÎĳĉĒ ĕÎÎœÖĮŌţ ĕŠŜĸÎÎţ ŞÎÎĤş ÒďÎÎŌœ ŞŜĸÎÎĒ ĕÎÎŴĜºÄÖ ĕÎÎŴţÅÄºŮħ ÓºĪĨęÎÎĳº ŢÎÎĘ ĕÎÎĳºÄĪşº ÕĬÎÎū ŲÎÎœ
ŰÎÎŠŋ ĪÎÎŤęŌĘ ŲÎÎęşº ĕÎÎŴĜºÄŮşº ĕÎÎŴţÅÄºŮĨşº ÓºĪĨęÎÎĳďĒ ĕşĉĴÎÎŤşº ŞÎÎģ ŦŴĴÎÎĤĘ ĕÎÎĳºÄĪşº ÕĬÎÎū ŦÎÎţ ÏĪÎÎŬşºÖ ."ĮÎÎŬňşº
ľÎŌĒ ŞÎĝŤęş ěÎĤēşº ĕÎŘųĮŃ ÓĪĨęĴÎĘ ĕŴĜºÄŮşº ĕŴţÅÄºŮĨşº .(Fitness ) ŞĜďŤęşº ĕŤŴŗ »ďĴĤş ¼ĪųĪğ ĕŘųĮŃ
ŲÎēųĮŘĘ ŞÎģ Öº ŲğÃŮÎŤŧ ŞÎģ ÂďÎĠųŹ ÙďŴēĴÎŧ łŴĴÎĒ ĕÎŴĜºÄŮşº ĕÎŴţÅÄºŮĨşº ÓºĪĨęÎĳº ĮÎēęŌųÖ ±ĕÎŴŌŴēńşº ĮūºŮňşº
ŦÎţ ÔŮÎŜęų ŲĤŴÎĿŮĘ ÒďÎĝţ ÓºĪĨęÎĳº ŢÎĘ ĕÎĳºÄĪşº ÕĬÎū ŲÎœ .ÙżųŮÎŃ ÙďÎęŗÖ ďÎŬŠģ ¿ďÎęĤų Ųęşº ŞčďĴŤŠş ŞŀŔţ
.16384 ŰÎÎş¸ ŞļÎÎų ĕÎÎēŴŘĤşº ĕÎÎĎēŌęş ĕÎÎŨŜŤŤşº ½ŻÖďÎÎĤŤşº ÂĪÎÎŋ ÔďÎÎœ ŪÎÎŴŠŋÖ ±ĕÎÎŔŠęĨţ ÌºŮÎÎŧ¶ 5 ŦÎÎţ ĮļÎÎŨŋ 14
ŞÎÎĝţŷº ŞÎÎĤşº ÂďÎÎĠųŹ ÓÅżÎÎşº ėÎÎŗŮşº ŦĴÎÎģ ÀĮÎÎęŘŤşº »ŮŠÎÎĳŷº ÓºĪĨęÎÎĳº Ô¶ ½ďÎÎēĜ¸ ŢÎÎĘ ĕÎÎĳºÄĪşº ÕĬÎÎū ĕÎÎĠŴęŧÖ
.%77 ÄºĪŘŤĒ
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